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2. PRECEDENT DRAWINGS

















3. TRANSFORMATION

This Z shaped window is one great 
feature of this house. Therefore, I use it  
as a chunk, and cross it twith 
another piece to form a ‘人’ 
shape, which represents
‘People’.

Transformation

Rendering View

This sculpture consists of two big arches and one small circle. All of them are formed by many ‘人’ 
shaped parts; and in pictogram it represents people. The cross of those two arches shows that charac-
ter in a similar way.
Moreover, the arches form a shape like a tent and the circle shapes like a camp fire. Tent is the origin of 
house and other architecture back to the ancient time. The sculpture illustrate the relationship between 
people and architecture.



Views
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4. SITE MAPPING IMMATERIAL 
FLOWS: SITE MODEL

Data Analysis

Strava is an app that tracks users’ runs and rides with GPS. The system collects all these datas, and 
trace them on a heating map (See left picture). The map and some real time observation reveal the 
acivitiy pattern in the site area.

Strava Heating Map On-Site Activity Pattern



Design Process
The idea starts from an abstract 
surface which characterizes peo-
ple’s moving patterns and frequency 
in the site area. The more people 
have travelled on a pattern, the 
higher that surface will rise. Then, 
the idea turns to show people’s 
moving patterns like a landscape. 
Geography landscape and contours 
are physical features of the site, 
while this tsoft surface and activity 
contours represents on-site data 
in a different way. (the high-raised 
area reveals that there are more 
people travelled on these areas 
than others)
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5. IMAGE MANIPULATIONS

Pseudo-code Steps



Automatic Manipulation Steps



6. ALGORITHMIC MANIPULATION
Pseudo-code



Transformation
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7A. SURFACE MANIPULATION





7B Grasshopper Surfaces
Pseudo-code

Pseudo-code

Rendering





8. DATA DRIVEN ASSEMBLIES
Pseudo-code
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9A. MEASURED CONTEXTS





9B. ARTICULATIONS



Rendering



9C. DOCUMENTATION FOR 
COMMNICATION & CONSTRUCTION



9C. DOCUMENTATION FOR 
COMMNICATION & CONSTRUCTION






